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CHAT BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS 

 
G.: Happy Hump day everyone!!! 

G.V.: Thx.  You too. 

P.: My partner and I went as Crowley and Aziraphale from "Good Omens"! 😎 

G.: Awesome Paulina! 

Graeme Macpherson: Nice costumes! That must have been quite elaborate! 

E.L.: Great cause.  I have supported a few friends' participation in Movember 
the past few years. 

G.V.: Why is there no Inflation factor in Year 3 for the parking garage? 

G.S.: Sometimes inflation and HST are accounted for in a lower section 

M.W.: Shouldn’t RFS have in person on-site inspections? So they can see the 
condition common elements are in. If so how often? For example as per 
our declaration our condo corporation covers Roofs, eaves and 
downspouts for our townhomes. The engineer estimated the life 
expectancy to replaces roofs be 25+ years on our last RFS. We all know 
the type of materials new home builders use aren’t lasting that long due 
to cheap materials, poor workmanship, weather changes (we’ve had more 
wind storms) so seems most shingles replaced 12-15 years. 

G.V.: Don't the age of replacing the assets determine the age horizon? 
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A.: Regarding roof shingles, there are 20, 30, 40 & 50 year shingles. Builders 
put on 20-year (which only last 15 years). The price differential between 
20-year and 40-year shingles is about 10% at wholesale, but the labour 
cost to install is the same. Spend the money on better shingles so the 
labour cost is spread over a longer period. 

G.V.: Can you give us a minimum balance per unit instead of generalities like 
medium or large condos? 

P.: Given issues in supply chains for recent building materials, are estimates 
likely to be overinflated in a study done in 2021-22? 

GI.L.: Is anyone having an in-person AGM this year? 

C.S.: No. We are doing Zoom AGM 

B.: We may attempt a hybrid with part in our party room and others online 

B.M.: I asked this question in advance of the webinar, am hoping it will be 
covered. 

G.V.: We are doing an online AGM 

M.W.: Ok thanks. Not sure what cost the engineer estimates for the shingle 
replacement. Hopefully middle to better quality. We are a newer condo 
Corp 10 years so we still have the original shingles the new home builder 
installed. Def won’t last 20 like they say they should 

GI.L.: I've been trying to get Graeme to answer that question, but he keeps 
circling around the issue and not giving me a clear answer.  That's my 
opinion. 

M.W.: Just wanna make sure we have enough in our reserve if shingles need to 
be replaced sooner than expected. 

GI.L.: COVID regulations say that the indoor capacity limit is 25 people, except 
for meeting spaces. Does that include space for an AGM in a private 
condo. 

G.V.: We decided that an in person AGM will not be appropriate for us.  We 
need to accommodate at least 150 persons. 

L.T.B.: AGM in person # are based on the event room size. We could have max 
of 100 in person at our AGM. With distancing, facemask and vaccine 
proof. 

J.D.: Supply chain issues typically won't factor into the reserve fund study since 
they are considered short term. If the rate of inflation increases over the 
next few years then you may some increases. Some reserve planners use 
short, medium and long term inflation projections. 
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I.H.: Our management company's interpretation is that our meeting room is an 
"event space" or "community center" and the capacity allowed is therefore 
half of the fire capacity. We are having an in person AGM. 

GI.L.: So many variables.  Thank you everyone. 

A.: That’s a failure on the part of the management company in record keeping 

N.: Those expenditures should also be recorded in the Board Minutes which 
are available to all owners. That document provides a record and details 
to owners as to what work is being approved and how much was approved 
to spend. 

AC: Did not know board minutes are available to all owners. My building has 
never shared those 

GI.L.:    You need to request the meeting minutes using the prescribed form. 

L.P.: Yes minutes except for in camera minutes are available on request to 
owners 

A.: This is where the ACT fails owners.  Distribution of Minutes should be 
mandatory 

G.: yes and the financials too..i want to know where every penny of my fees 
go. 

G.V.: We have our minutes available (at a cost) with the exception of "in 
camera" minutes. 

Gowling WLG Webinars: To help Josee grow her Movember Moustache: 
https://ca.movember.com/mospace/14043200?mc=1&utm_medium=sha
re&utm_source=dynamic&utm_campaign=copy-clipboard 

GU.: SORRY JOINED LATE. COULD I GET NAME OF ENGINEER ON CALL. 

J.D.: Why should condominium corporations have to incur the expense of 
distributing minutes when owners that want them can simply request 
them. Very few owners ever actually want to see the minutes. 

P.: Good luck, Josee 🙌 

A.: Charging for Minutes is a disincentive for owners to be engaged, and it 
only entrenches the Boards as a clique. 

GI.L.: Minutes are free of charge if distributed electronically. 

GI.L.: It's in the ACT. 

https://ca.movember.com/mospace/14043200?mc=1&utm_medium=share&utm_source=dynamic&utm_campaign=copy-clipboard
https://ca.movember.com/mospace/14043200?mc=1&utm_medium=share&utm_source=dynamic&utm_campaign=copy-clipboard
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J.D.: Minutes within the previous 12 months are provided electronically at no 
cost to the requestor. 

B.: We post signed minutes in our physical library as well as our online library 
for all owners to access. 

N.: Our board minutes are made available to owners every month on our 
condominiums intranet website. Any information that should not be shared 
is kept private in a set of redacted Minutes and made available (for future 
boards to have a record of what projects the board(s) approved.) A board 
is obligated to report to owners on the business they conduct. Before we 
had an electronic site, we provided Minutes manually in a binder available 
to everyone. 

J.D.: Posting minutes sounds good in theory, however they are accessible to 
all sets of eyes, mail and courier providers, real estate agents, tenants. 
There is no need to air these records in public. The idea of having them 
posted on the intranet, where access control can be maintained is a very 
good idea. 

G.: they wanted to redact the financials I requested and charge me $300 to 
print out redact and rescan. 

Gowling WLG Webinars: Movember 

G.: this was all very helpful! 

B.: Thanks all. 

Rick: yes, very helpful 

Cheryl: Thanks everyone! 

C.S.: Another excellent webinar!  Thank you all.  Looking forward to the next 
session. 

Connie: Thanks everyone! 

L.T.B.: thank you for another information packed webinar. 

N.: Complete a Record Request and put it to the board. If you do not have 
the right to see the financials let them tell you why. The only information 
you cannot see is what is in litigation and other items listed in Section 55 
of the Act. 

Robert: Thank You 

B.R.: Thank you, great information. 

N.P.: Very helpful information 

https://ca.movember.com/mospace/14043200?mc=1&utm_medium=share&utm_source=dynamic&utm_campaign=copy-clipboard
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I.O.: Thanks All. 

G.N.: Thanks for another great episode ! Cheers! 

G.: Big thanks to everyone have a wonderful evening! 

C.L.: Very informative - well done! 

G.V.: Thanks everyone 

J.N.: Excellent stuff 

Gowling WLG Webinars: Movember 

N.: Brilliant. You provide answers to all my questions. Thanks Graham and 
Rod! Look forward to seeing this posted on your site. 

G.: wheel of fortune!!! 

P.: Game day 👏👏 

https://ca.movember.com/mospace/14043200?mc=1&utm_medium=share&utm_source=dynamic&utm_campaign=copy-clipboard

